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vours) a  mutual exchange of films. Nevertheless, the Germans soon made use of 
the opportunity of introducing legally large numbers of their films, for which they 
only purchased a few Polish ones and distributed them iin limited areas of the 
country. Persistent discrimination of Polish films in Germany and the augmenting 
anti-Polish propaganda intensely worked out An the Illrd  Reich roused fresh 
protests of the Polish society against Nazi films propounding political and ideolo- 
gical enmity. In May of 1939, the Polish cinematographic authorities decided to 
w ithdraw from circulation in the country all the German films and to foirbid 
further purchasing of such by local cinemas. These events hrought to a close the 
history of Polish-German cinematographic relations in the period between the wars.

JÓZEF KONIECZNY

MOTIVES OF INFORMATION ON POLAND IN THE GERMAN FEDERAL 
REPUBLIC

In fuli apprehension of the great stress laid in the GFR on propaganda of 
information on Poland, several motives being oftan given for these actiwities, the 
author has revealed the chief incentives — his report being based exclusively on 
West German utterances and opini/ons.

All these reasons have been assigned to seven groups representing the following 
tendencies: I ,

1. towards satisfying the curiosity of the German community, in particular of 
resettlers, on the present sdtuation iin the western territories of Poland;

2. tawards profiting of the argumentative values of information in the discus- 
sions on Polish-German relations;

3. towards taking advantages of information for the use of political up- 
bringing; i j

4. towards taking advantage of information for the use of the German “eastern 
policy” ; i L

5. towards replacing of ancient views on Poland inconsistent with the present 
state of affairs; i (

6. towards opposing by-gone prejudices against the Polish nation.
Moreover, there is going on, in the GFR, a spreading of news undoubtedly

aimed alt a reconcilement w ith Poland. Unfortunately, however, this movement 
remains out of proportion, as regards its scope of action, with the campaign of 
information against Poland.

WADYSŁAW OGRODZIŃSKI

ORGANIZATIONAL SUGGESTIONS OF THE HUMANISTIC CENTRE 
OF OLSZTYN

The W. Kętrzyński Centre for Scientific Research at Olsztyn was foiunded in
1961, while the official inauguration took place in March 26, 1963. The Centre 
was organized by the local eommunity interested in humanities, backed by the 
socialcultural society “Pojezierze”. The Centre for Scientific Research was intended 
to constitute an important factor in the organization of tuition and study in the 
Voivodship of Olsztyn which is in want of a university and of a regional scientific 
society. The Centre in ąuestion plays the role of an institute for science and research 
and of a scientific society.
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Humanistic s-tudies performed by the Centre cover the past and present of the 
region of Warmia and Masuria, embracing areas belonging to the Olsztyn Votivod- 
ship and partly to the Białystok Voivodship. Owing to the existemce of the Centre, 
Persons grouped round the humanities find appropriate jobs and a suitable field 
of activity; research is being commenced and organized; and scientific papers and 
textbooks are being regularly published,

_ The W. Kętrzyński Centre for Scientific Research pcussesses scientific labora- 
tories (for history and contemporary studies om Warmia and Masuria) and employ.s
0 permanent scientific staff (ten persons, mainly historians); it draws together more 
than one hundred persons organized into teams for aative study in humanities and 
related problems, in these regions. Following are the scientific corporations: H ist
orians; Historians of Art; E.thnographers; Students of Contemporary Warmia and 
Masuria, with demographic and legał sections; Students of Literature of Warmia 
and Masuria, with a bibliographic section; and Organizers of Cooperation among 
Scientific Libraries.

The Centre for Scientific Research at Olsztyn is concernied with all the local 
humanistic publications. Together with the Masurian Museum, the Centre issues 
the Rocznik Olsztyński (The Olsztyn Ycarbook). Moreover, it cooperates with the 
Scientific Station of the Polish Society of Historians to the effect of issuing the 
quarterly “Komunikaty Mazursko-Warmińskie” (“Communications from Masuria 
and Warmia”) and publishes its own series Rozprawy i Materiały (Dissertations 
and Materials).

The Collection of Information has inereased twofold sińce 1963 until the present, 
embracing 1'4,000 volumes of basie work for the knofwledge 'of the region of W ar
mia and Masuria.

The article recounts the history of the W. Kętrzyński Centre for Scientific 
Research and the devolopment of the Olsztyn eommunity interested in humanities 
and gives a report on the accomplishmonts of the Centre in the field of organiza- 
tion of scientific activities, research and publications.
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